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CWc[comc to qcc _.,burg
.
Ellensburg residents and students have had·to deal with continuous ice and snow due to extende~ periods of subfreezing temperatures. The weather is expected to improve later in the week with temperatures rising to the mid-30s.
Conditions are similar throughout the state, with travelers experiencing everythingfro_m slow-downs and road
closures to fat al accidents.
.

Photos by Ross Jame:; Wallette/Observer

(Above) Despite harsh winter
conditions, Central students
can still be seen jogging, riding bikes, or walking
campus and town. Motorists
are encouraged to keep a wary
eye out for pedestrians and
other winter-related obstacles.
(Far left) Small mowitains of
snow divide campus lots, and
make for interesting parking
options, espedally for vehicle
equipped for off-road fun
(Left) Christmas lights illwninate dangling icicles.
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Planning meetings for
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input
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looks to clip
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tonight
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Central enrollment
figures keep rising
by Clare Jensen
Staff reporter
Looking back at the halls of Central
Washington University, it may seem less
crowded today.
This could only mean one of two
things; either the halls have gotten
smaller, or head count has gotten larger.,
The latter of the two options is true,
as enrollment at Central has been
increasing steadily during the last
decade. The 2000-2001 school year
had a total head-count.of 7,766 students. Currently, Central is at 10,092.
The growth in numbers is exciting
for students and the administration, as it
reflects an increase in a positive outlook
on the institution; however, excessive
growth could be unmanageable for the
administration.
The enrollment increase is a controlled growth, and the admissions
process has a selective element and not
based on a students' grades, said Charlotte Tullos, vice president of student
affairs and enrollment management.
Central has refined its two-step
admissions process. There is the initial
admission, which evaluates previous
grades and test scores, and then a comprehensive review process which evaluates student's behavior and patterns
with a required essay.
Some department major programs may be

impacted by the need to accommodate
more students.
"If students are wel I versed in what
they need to do and get it done in a
timely manner [they should be fine],"
said Lisa Garcia-Hanson, director of
admissions.
Garcia-Hanson said that the
increase in enrollment could be for
many reasons . Higher numbers in high
school graduation rates, a larger recruiting staff and a greater reputation all
play into Central's growth. ·
"I came to Central because it's close
to home," said Drew Clark, senior construction management major.
Evan Antolin, sophomore flight technology major, said the school 's growing
reputation could be the reason for the
increase in enrollment.
"Enrollment increases are a natural
progression," Antolin said.
Whatever the reason, there is something that's pulling students to Central,
as the numbers show.
"It's an exciting time to be at Central," said GarciaHanson. "It's becoming an 'it' .
'School."
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Pr•lessOrs unlell
by former student
illlederal laws ;i t ·
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by Paul Balcerak
Senior reporter

Two Central Washington Univer-

sity faG1Jlty members and an administraldr wE!lre named in afederal
crimination lawsuit flied Nov.

~''.,

threatened to fail her from the course
unless she Withdre
ccordit:ig to
and

written complaints

Hogan.

When Hogan ,presented. her

the.Eastern Oistrict Federal

refusals oftlelp,

King an<l Michael Ogden and

Linda Beath1 associate vi<:;e president

undergraduate studies, were
na01.ed Jn the suit, wh.ich was filed
by Stephanie Hogan, a forrh
dent of Ogden's.
~~g~n ~as pre~nant wh., jle
enrolled in Ggden's class in 2003,
according to court docume~ts.
When ao unspecified medica.1. <;on~
dition prevented her from attenitlng
class, Ogdef!.did nothing to accom·
for

. >' .,.,: · -?Ww=

modate her condit

Spokane.
win
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cgrr1plaints~p Be..
WM then · ijep ·
alleges that.$he

Communication professors Cor-

-

who
.
.. . she
tWith further

documents.
"We can't say moch about it/'
King said, ''When ·::~h¥ facts come
out· we feel we wHI prevail in

court."

No coqrtdat
dtlhis date.
Hogan was,u
Ogden1s course1
majors to graduat
wt
Hogan was an Observer staff •
member during
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.Central to visit
Gold Coast
Slave torts and monuments
are sights students will see
during snrrng break 2001
by Korben Cook
News editor
Spring Break is typically a time for
relaxation and exotic locations.
The Central Washington University
Study Abroad and Exchange has held
spring break trips for a number of years,
and this year is no exception:
This year's trips include Greece,
Japan and the Republic of Ghana.
"Ghana is a great place to begin
exploring African culture," said study
abroad advisor, Kathy McCarthy. "[The
professors] will offer a unique· way of
looking at a unique place and its ties to
Kathryn Dennehey/Observer
the United States."
Construction of Dean Hall will begin summer of 2007; The renovations will be paid for through state funding.
The reccent history of Africa has
been one of genocide, economic collapse and political unrest.
This has not deterred Central from
choosing Ghana as a desirable location
to visit.
The trip will focus on studying the
issues of race, slave trade and colonialism.
"Going to Ghana is an important
way ·to connect with these issues in a
to use the building because of the accueling project wiH have on their wallets.
byKatie Murdoch
much more vital and intense way," phi"ls this going to cost me another $95
mulation of heavy metals and asbestos
Asst. News editor
losophy professor Cynthia Coe said.
a quarter?" Adam Hansen, senior infor.in the building systems.
Central Washington University's
Ghana was one of the roost impormation technology, said.
"It's good that it was shut down,"
goal to put students in an asbestos-free
tant slave trading centers in Africa in the
Hansen said. "But I'm a little interested
Unlike the Student Union and
Deiim Hall will take effect in 2009.
18th century. Most of the slaves that
Recreation Center, which · is self-funded
in what took so long to discover the fact
Dean Hall will remain closed until
came
to the United States came from
that the asbestos used in the construcand charged to students, the Dean Hall
state legislature approves $23.2 million
Ghana.
tion of the building was dangerous."
project is paid for by state funds.
to renovate and remodel.
"We hope that students use it as a
Renovation plans also include
Design plans for the hall began in
"We're trying to bid it this summer,
way
to open their eyes to a completely
updating the structure's appearance for
December 2005 and are expected to be
reward it by July 1, 2007 and occupy it
different way of life," McCarthy said.
a more modern look.
complete by this June, according to the
by fall 2009," Bill Vertrees, facilities
Central is comfortable sending stuOnce the building re-opens, the
facilities
management Web site.
management director, said.
dents
to Ghana since there was a trip to
departments of anthropology and muse"Design documents are 80 percent
For the last two years, renovationg
Zambia conducted last summer.
um studies, geography and land studies
complete," Vertrees said. "[The design
Dean Hall has been Central's numbe·r
"It's exciting to be teaching a
and resource management. will move
team]
haven't been working much more
one concern and ranked fifth on the
course," Coe said, "that integrates read- there. The office of the Dean of the Colthan a year."
combined higher education capital
ing and discussion with more direct and
lege of Sciences will also relocate.
The overall design process is taking
projects list.
personal experiences.''
"Classes are scattered throughout
two years because much of the time is
"It's high on the government's budgSince the spring break trip is a
. Lind and Farrell Halls, so we're trying to
dominated by bureaucratic paperwork,
et," Vertrees said. "It will be hard not to
course, cross-listed between history and
consolidate/' Vertrees said.
Vertrees said.
·
get the money."
philosophy, there is a cost to students.
Approximately 40 percent of the
Project manager, Joanne Hillemann
The renovation and remodeling
The trip is three credits and costs
classes are general education requirecouldn't be reached for comment.
project is a top priority because the sci$1,725, which i~cludes tuition, housments, Vertrees said.
Plans to progress the construction
ence programs are growing and becoming, group meals and transportation.
Having
the
courses
grouped
togethphase
have been approved, Vertrees
ing more high tech and in demand.
With extra meals and the price of
said.
·
er in one building will benefit incoming
The goal of remodeling Dean Hall is
the plane ticket, the total cost is $3,775.
"Maintenance and operations take
freshmen and transfer students required
to remove hazardous materials that led
Financial aid does support the
over the operation of the building after
to the building's closure nearly a to enroll in these classes.
completion," said Bob Tosch, director of
Some students are concerned with
decade ago.
maintenance and operations.
Central students haven't been able. the impact that renovation and remod-

Pricev proiect proposal
beautifies detunct Dean

course an cf can help cover some of the
cost for eligible students, McCarthy
said.
Costs for traveling to Ghana are not
only fiscal. In order to enter Ghana,
students must . have a yellow fever.
immunization.
Students do not need to worry; these
inoculations . ar:e standard procedure
~hen traveling.
Ghana, a former British colony, will
play host to Central students, along with
professor of history Maurice Amutabi
and Coe.
Lasting from March 15 to March 2Q,
the spring break trip will send students
to a once in a lifetime location with two
such knowledgeable professors, said

'-'Ghana is a
great place to
begin expl~ring
African
culture."
~Kate

McCarthy

Study abroad advisor
·study abroad advisor, Kate McCarthy.·
Known as the Gold Coast, Ghana 's
exports of timber, cocoa and gold are
world renoun .· In 1957, it was the first
sub-Saharan African country to gain
independence.
Leaders such as Kwame Nkrumah
established the Pan-African Movement
that drew American political figures like
W.E.B. Du Bois and establishing a connection to the United States.
\Vith this year's spring break trips to
Japan and Greece, students have a lot to
look forward to for future excursions.
0
The hope is that we gain a stronger
understanding of what race has meant,
does mean and might come to mean in
terms of our identity as human beings,"
Coe said.

Find out information on upcoming
trips at : websolutions.clt.cwu.edu/studyabroad/index.php.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS

UR.SING PROGRAM
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Graduate assistantship applications for Summer Quarter
2007 and for the 2007.:2008 ac~demic year are due by
March I , 2007 in the Office of Graduate Studies and
I
I
Research, Barge 305. Applications and inf'?r~ation can be
obtained on-line at www.cwu.edu/ -masters under the I

Oth~rWashin.gton . schools

i

in .

with nursing programs.
~ Seatlle Uni <rsity

I

- Pacifictu~ti.s;~.·{•u
~

Yakima VaUey CC
• \,\Talla Walla CC
'

"Forms and Guidelines" link or by visiting the Office of
Graduate Studies and Research. Students interested in the :
assistantship program are also requested to submit a financial E
aid application available from the Financial Aid Office or ~
on-line.
Graduate students who are currently employed as graduate
assistants also need to submit applications by fy1arch 1·,
2007 if they are interested in being considered for an
assistantship for next year.
f
PJease contact the Office of Graduate Studies and Research
It
at 509-963-3101 with any questions about the
assistantship program.
.

Ross James WalIette!Observer
Registered nurse, Celia Johnson takes Kodi Still's blood pressue
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central rakes-in NBS awards
by Bill Kaperak
Staff reporter

,

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

A new workstation is being put into theclub accounting and campus
life oifi~es for safety purposes.
-

SURC: fixed or not
to lix...that is the Qil
by Marqise Allen
Staff reporter
When the SURC opened, some
issues had yet to be discovered.
One of the items needing work
was the ventilation system in the
third floor meeting room.
Other problems ranged from
cracks in floors, to Rec center
kitchens and plumbing issues.
"We have a onE..'-year warranty, and
we're just coming up on that," said John
Drinkwater; senior director of campus life
and the SURC. "So we're pushing hard to
get those things done before the warranty
runs out"
During winter break when most
students left to go home, who could
not see the work being done on the
Student Union and Recreation Center (SUR() by Lydig Construction,
who came in as students went out.
"They [Lydig Construction) really
went to town," said Jeff Rosenberry,
Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of
Directors vice president for student
life and facilities. "They did a really
good job on bringing the [Student
Union] to final completion for us."
With construction continuing at
its current pace, Bill Vertrees, assistant vice president for facilities, said
that the repairs will be done in days.
"We're just waiting for the paperwork to be sent oock and forth,"
Vertrees said.

Even though repairs will be
complete, soon there will still be
new things added to the SURC. "One of the things we're focused
on right now is artwork," Drinkwater
said. "Artwork can have a lot of
effects; it can represent issues and
diversity."
The pit is something else Rosenberry would like to see improved
and enhanced by the addition of a
fireplace, making a stone hearth,
along with getting a better stationary
sound system.
A more notiq~able addition to
the SURC will be a U.S. bank.
· "We are finalizing our contract
with US Bank," Drinkwater said.
"And hope they will be operating at
Central in the spring."
A bank is an exciting addition
that will only continue to provide
for students wants and needs,
Drinkwater said.
Moreover, adding U.S. Bank will
not adversely affect ATMs currently
located in the Student Union, due to
aIready preexisting contracts with
particular banks.
With everything coming together
and additions in the near future, the
Student Union is becoming an integral part of Central's future.
"We're pleased with the.progress
and getting these items completed,"
Drinkwater said. 1'We're finally starting to feel like our fee~ are in the
shoes."

.C..QCQ

la,ssi,fieds by ·students for students
CENTRAL'S NEWEST SOURCE FOR GREAT CLOTHES

VmNI1AGE C((»l(Q)
Affordable Men'$ & Women's Used

Name-Brand Clothing

962-9491

708 E. University Woy
loi:o!ed In ihe Plozo
Between Gro~!':t< Plz..:o Ploce & Conyon ~ ive.r Bakery _

This winter break was a littl-e more
fruitful for some communication
department students than just gifts and
eggnog.
Central Washington University
placed in the top three a strong 10 categories out of a total possible 44 at the
National Broadcast Society (NBS) West
Region Competition, including six first
place finishes.
"The success at the event showed
that Central has two very strong programs in broadcast journalism and film
and video studies," broadcast journalism professor Robert Fordan said.
The awards were presented by the
Western Region National Broadcast
Society.
The awards include close to 100
colleges and universities across the
nation all of which have broadcast film
and video or mass media programs.
First place winners include Justin
Paulsen, who graduated in spring 2006
with a B.A. in broadcast journalism,
Dwayne Washington, graduated in
Spring 2006 with degrees in broadcast
journalism and film and video studies,
Marty Eileen Maley, Brandon Wasserburger, senior film and video studies
major.
Ryan Fudacz, senior broadcast journalism major won along with Makayla
Lee, Nick Harris and John Lundeen,
graduated Spring 2006 with a communication minor and a psychology major,
won in two separate categories.
Wasserburger and Fudacz won first
place for Feature Segment with a sJory
called NA Blessing Named Margaret."
The story of a 96-year-old Ellensburg
woman and the effect she has had on
people's lives.
"It's kind of the prize pony of the
work I've done," Wasserburger said.
The two had stayed up all night to
get their story into their professor, Dr.
- Michael Ogden, on time. Both men
said the story being as touching as it
was made the fact that· it was getting

national attention that much sweeter.
"I was surpri-sed, but I wasn't,
because I knew the product was good,"
said Fudacz.
According to Fordan, students are
encouraged by professors to enter certain projects that normally come from
class projects.
There is ·a five dollar fee for all NBS
members. Entry fees double for students who are not a part of NBS.
The professors then send each news
piece to judges from around the west
coast.
This year headquarters were located
at Weber State University i~ Utah.
For first place winners the competition is just beginning.
Their pieces will move to the national competition taking place in the
spring.
Anyone expecti,ng a repeat performance next year needs to tisten to the
words of Fordan.
'
"You hope you'd build a strong pro- gram but it really depends upon the students and what their attitudes are," Fordan said.
Fordan believes that if students contim1e to work hard there will be a continuation of success.

Courtesy of Brandon Wasserburger

From the award winning comedy segment from Brandon Wasserhurger.
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· city
News from around the Ellensburg community

New park in works tor Ellensburg recreation
. - by Meagan Lind
Staff reporter

If anyone.thought parks in rnensburg needed fixing or the town was in
need of more reactional space; outdoor
enthusiasts might be in luck.
. The city of Ellensburg will upgrading
parks, as well as developing new park
area.
West Ellensburg Park, a s72 acre
outdoor sports facility, opened 17 acres
of soccer fields last fal I.
During the spring and summer seasons, the parks department plans to
build a third baseball field and landscape the park's interior between the
. playing fields.
"Going in and really cleaning up
those areas will really make it feel like
it's a park," Brad Case, parks and recreation director said. "Right now you
drive out there and it's kind of rough
around the edges we hope to continue
to make progress basically."
The new park in Ellensburg will be
about five and a half acres, located
north of Central Washington University,
near Timothy Park Apartments.
"It's in a unique location because
you have a lot of college housing by the
university living around that park," Case
said. "But you also have a lot of family
and residential [housing]."
The new park will include open
green space, basketball courts,· playgrounds and trails.
"[We're] trying to cater to the· college students, you know [places for]
going out and throwing a Frisbee, laying

.

Kathryn Dennehey/Ohserver

Meetings regarding park upgrades will start on Feb. 6. These meeting will bring togethei· Central students and local residents for input for their recreational areas. An additioiial project being considered is an off-leash dog park. Parcels of land are being considered for the new projert.

out in the sun, playing basketball, and
at the same time offering a lot of activities for the younger kids who live in the
neighborhood as well," Case said.
College students may find a wider
variety of outdoor a~tivities inviting and

be interested in what the new park has
to offer.
"I like to play Frisbee, and I take my
dog,'' Lisa Price, senior psychology
major said.
A public meeting \viii be held at 7

p.m. on Feb. 6 at the Hal Homes Center to dicuss park planning, giving residents an opportunity to give input on
the new park.
"We really want college students to
come out and participate, because it's

going to be something that they use,"
Case said. "If you want a playground
there, you come and you tell us, 'Hey I
want a playground,'or 'I want open
space,'or 'l want trails' or whatever it
may be."

Citv plans still up tor debate Citv copes with
budget reduction

by Abby Lee

Staff reporter

The Ellensburg Comprehensive Plan
(ECP) was begun in March 2005. It has
yet to be finished due to its length and
specific nature.
The plan was made to create community changes, such as land use,
housing and transportation.
Goals and visioos to improve 'the
Ellensburg community are covered in
the first two chapters regarding transportation. City Board members and City
Council continue-to work together to
perfect the plan.
"We've been trying to give everyone
a chance to read the materials," Bob
Witkowski, City Community Development Director, said.
Ellensburg citizens have had the
chance to get ;:i.ctive in the ECP.
"It's hard to say what happy means,"
Witkowski said.
He believes everyone can get
involved and make a difference.
"Anyone who has wanted to participate has had a huge opportunity,"
Witkowski said.
The bi"ggest issue in the plan is
regional retail. The only place to have
the retail would be downtown.
"This issue has been the 'lightning
rod' of the entire plan," Witkowski said.
Local business owners are concerned that large retail stores such · as
Wal-Mart or The Gap will put them out ·
of business.
Many students have expressed the
d~sire for more shopping.
"I would love to have more stores
here," Amanda Struiksma, sophomore
undecided major, said. "It would. give

by Zach Hammond
Staff reporter

Supplies to those departments however, wi 11 be the bu Ik of the cuts.
Some cutbacks will postpone certain projects.

Ellensburg city departments face
drawbacks after $654,00 was cut
from general funds.
The Ellensburg parks department
took a major hit, Brad Case, park
director said.
"We'll be challenged to meet
our [new) standards," Case said.
. "We set a high standard of cleanliness and maintenance in the past. It ,
will be difficult to keep that up."
In 2006, Ellensburg added three
neighborhood parks, expanding on
the existing park program.
Staff and the appropriate amount
of money for maintenance is now
unavailable.
"Obviously, any decision where
~A'de Ariwoola
you have to say 'Spend $4,000
Director of Finance
instead of $5,000' is going to be
hard,'' Ade Ariwoola, director of
financ~ said.
Roads like Chestnut Street and
The reduced budget was based
Alley Avenue are costing $2 million
on 2005 spending.
Ariwoola said that reductions in road expansions, but will not be
aren't "budget cuts," because they done until 2008.
Other cutbacks are in supplies
are based on budget requests from
various city departments that have and professional services like printnot been approved.
ed documents.
The city is fortunate tnat it's takIf department directors request
.$20,000, they may only be granted en this long for Ellensburg to have to
make these cuts, Case said.
$15,000.
"The fact is,'' Case said, "other
Function of the departments
won't be harmed, as no employee municipalities have been faced with
positions have been eliminated. budget cuts much sooner."

"Obviously, any
decision where
you ·have to say
spend $4,000
instead of
$5,000 is going
to be hard."

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

John arid Chuck Moser, brothers, stand outside their establishment,
Moser's Mens Wear, closed their doors after several years of business.

us students something to do, and we
wouldn't have to drive to Yakima or to
the west side to go shopping."
However some students understand
the concerns.
"It would take away from the local
businesses, but it would be nice to have
a place . in Ellensburg to shop at for
clothes instead of just Fred Meyer," Tyler
Cartttr, junior exercise science major,
said.
Witkowski believes the plan will be

wrapping up within the next month.
"The plan is 98 percent done,"
Witkowski said.
The proposal is set to be finished in
mid-February with a final decision from
the City Council.
There is. information on the Internet
about the Comprehensive Plan.
For more information on the com-

prehenseive plan go to www.ellensburg.studiocascade.com.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PINION

Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Monday the week of publication,
must be less than·300 words, include
your name and phone number and be
E-mailed to the Observer. Only one
letter a month will be ,accepted from
an individual.

Anonymous letters will not be
published.
The Observer reserves the right to
edit for length, style, grammar and
libel. Please E-mail letters to:
observer@cwu.edu or by fax to
963-1027.

tus" including tell-all bestsellers and the
consensus, they will easily drown out
troop increase, Hillary is drawing her
appear to be Obama, Hillary Clinton
backing of Oprah Winfrey. He openly
any cornpetitors for their own party.
and John Edwards.
line in the sand.
discusses a past involving drug use as a
This does change the political landEdwards, no longer a member of the
Obama, representiF1g Illinois, is still
way to connect to people who have
scape. It isn't everyday that a first-time
in his first term as a Un~ted States senaSenate, has come down even harder on
senator is a front-runner for a party
the war. On Martin Luther King Day he ·seemingly lost their way.
tor. Both Clinton and Edwards are more
Voting-wise·, they are similar. Obanominc;ition. After the midterm-election
experienced politicians with more tradelivered a speech imploring Congress
ma rated 3 percentage points more libswing it seems that the voting public is
ditional backgrounds.
eral than Clinton on the National Jourready for a change of pace. If we conEdwards ran in the most
recent election and Clinton
nal scale of politics (which is based on
tinue with the earlier swing, then it
would seem that Obama has a real shot
has spent the last four elec- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ votes in the previous year). dinton voted for the original resolution okayfng
at being the first black president
tions campaigning for her
the use of force in Iraq, while Obama
Would Obama as president shock
husband or other democwasn't eligible to vote. A major differthe nation? I don't think so. During
rats . Clinton also has the
ence between the two has been the
Bush's first term, Colin Powell had the
l.argest war-chest by far, and
environment. Obama voted to require a
highest approval rating of any member
the ability to challenge anysubstantial increase in automobile fuel
of the cabinet.
one for face-time on
economy while Clinton did not.
With Hillary in the White House
national TV.
Can any of these hopefuls stand up
we'd see the first female candidate. It
to vote to not fund the troop increase.
Does Obama's foray into the race for
to Republican powerhouse-to-be John
seems the field is ripe for change, for
Edwards is also free from being paired
president signal a change for the DemoMcCain? McCain has a powerful voice
new voices and vision.
cratic- party? His style and exposure
with John Kerry, who has seen his train
in his party and also has a strong miliThis presidential field marks what
to the presidency derail violently and
seem to say yes. While Hillary has the
tary background to add to his somewhat · could hopefully be positive changes on
unique connection to "SlickWill.y," she
quickly.
Obama is the wildcard. Pro-envimoderate values.
the horizon.
also has an established voting record
It will probably come down to a
Patrick Lewis is the Editor-in-Chiefot
and an outspoken stance on the Iraq
ronment, abortion and gay rights, he
seems to be far from the middle. Criticombination of some sort IJetween the
the newspaper and can be reached at
War. One of the first senators to speak
three. If two of them can come to a · LewisP@cwu:edu
cisms revolve around his "celebrity staout against President Bush's proposed
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Patrick Lewis
Editor-in-Chief'

With Senator Barack Obama's entry
into the presidential race, the democrats have a progressive and diverse core
of hopefuls to lead the nation.
Obama delivered his exploratory .
committee paperwork, and is expected
to make a formal announcement in
mid-February. The top three candidates

"Celebrity" candidate
changes landscape

Banning trans tat·in foods: The Artist's Eye
The right move tor cities?
I

Megan Hansen
City editor

NQ

in another attempt to
t~~e choice away from

c1t1zens, government
officials have been trying to pass legislation controlling what we eat.
Since early December, when New
York announced an approved ban on
trans fat, the product that makes French

Paul Balcerak
Senior reporter

YE S

l'm about two shakes
short of being a libertarian, so governmentmandated regulations on citizens' personal decisions usually don't sit too
well with me. But I'm willing to promote those regulations if they protect
other citizens' well-being.

fries crunchy and cookies chewy, cities
across the country including Chicago,
Los Angeles and Portland have looked
into banning it in their own backyard.
Many think the ban on trans fat is a
great thing. The government wants us to
be healthier. The government's job to
tell us whether or not to put an FDA
approved substance into our bodies.
The majority of what people put into
their bodies is bad for them. For a long
time, sugar and carbohydrates were
bad. Then red meat was bad, followed
by constant debate about eggs. Everything can be unhealthy.
Banning trans fat is not about making Americans healthier, it's about control. People have the right to choose
what they will and will not eat. Banning
trans fat takes away our right to choose.
Northwest Cable News highlighted
a Portland restaurant owner during a
recent program on trans fat. One of his
major concerns is that his restaurant is
known for having the best fish and

Most opponents of recent state bans
on trans fats will argue that consuming
trans fats is a choice, which reminds me
of aho_ther choice Washington · voters
chose to ban last year: smoking. I make
this comparison to illustrate the point
that trans fats are just as dangerous as
cigarettes and should be regulated the
same.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control Web site, both are among the
top ten killers of Americans and both
are completely preventable . .
But while tobacco companies have
endured endless scrutiny from lawmakers and the public at large, fast food
chains and junk food companies have
been allowed to profit from choking
Americans with their own fat.
Tobacco companies had been
banned from advertising on TV and billboards long before the 2006 Washington State bans. Joe Camel, lawmakers
claimed, encouraged youth smoking
because he was a cartoon. But they had

chips in Portland; unfortunately his fish
and chips are fried using trans fatty oil.
If Portland bans trans fat, this man's
restaurant and credibility will be at
stake. He said he experimented with
other oils and it wasn't the same. If his
business goes down because of it,
would the government be held accountable for ruining this man's business? Yes.
Restaurants wi II have to start displaying nutritional information on
menus and packaging with the amount
of trans fat. This aspect of the ban is a
great idea. Increased information
allows for consumers to make informed
decisions. The Portland restaurant-owner should be able to continue using
trans fatty oil, with nutritional information displayed allowing customers to
decide on their own.
Banning trans fat is just the next step
to government-regulated diets. By
·allowing such bans to take affect across
the country, we're losing our right to
choose.

SU RC

Stein Hansen/Observer

no problem with Ronald McDonald
coaxing kids into premature '{SuperSized" graves.
The difference is that people have
been conditioned to believe that smokers are rebellious and disgusting while
We at the Observer appreciate a those situations without escalation.
overeaters are just victims. Think about
g~ time just as much as anyone. As
Retaliation, however, is simply
it: a mother with a young chi Id wouldn't · often as we find ourselves in the workbeyond the pale.
hesitate to berate someone for smoking
place, we're just as likely to be at a bar,
Only an ignorant few at CentF-al
in public. But that same mother would
casino or house party. We enjoy ouraren't aware that noise calls are han. died with an automatic $250 fine.
be mortified if her husband let loose a
selves - but we do so responsibly.
tirade on a obese man gorging himself
We ran a story in last quarter's Nov.
The point is this: students have a
on pancakes at an !HOP.
2 edition of the Observer called "Local
responsibif ity to know the rules and
Children of overeaters are the most
citizens clash with off-campus stuwhen they ·break them, they expose
at risk. How is a child supposed to
dents." In it, two Ellensburg citizens
themselves to the consequences. Retalidevelop healthy eating habits when his
said their neighborhood had been taration will only result in harsher fines
parents succumb to gluttony on a daily
geted with vandalism and threats by offand rnore stringent penalties. Not only
basis? Behavior like that is just as inexcampus students. The students were
that, but we are then stereotyped by the
cusable as smoking in front of your chilretaliating to noise complainfs, accordcommunity as drunk rowdy students.
dren and exposing them to the dangers
ing to Keith Champagne, Central WashBoth parties are responsible for
of second-hand smoke and nicotine
ington University's associate vice presicommunication. If students socialize
addiction.
dent of student affairs.
responsibly, there won't be a problem
If we're going to allow people to
Conflicts with community members
with residents. The community is then
overeat, we might as well make the
happen from time to time and most stumore responsive to socializing.
-The Editors
world a smoker's lounge, as well.
dents are mature enough to handle
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College students, residents and tourists alike enjoyed last year's
Winterhop Brewfest. The annual event has grown in size every
season since it's start three years ago. Many local venues are a part of
the event by hosting breweries. The event lasts from noon to 5 p.m.

Revelers lip back brews at Winterhop
Third annual
Winterhop
showcases
twenty
·breweries
by Bryant Phillips
Staff reporter
For those shivering in the frigid temperatures,the Chamber of Commerce is
helping people warm up the old fashioned way: draining a pint of smooth
ale in a welcoming environment.
On Saturday Jan. 20, downtown
Ellensburg will be hosting 20 breweries
in 10 venues from noon until 5 p.m.
There will be breweries from across
Washington providing their very best
ales and beers. That's enough hops and
barley to make even the coldest winter
a little warmer.
"[The tourism committee] met a few
years ago and decided we hadn't spent
~ lot of time advertising how Ellensburg

Jim Quilter, owner of Ellensburg's
is a great winter place," said Leslie
own Iron Horse Brewery is the only
Berry, executive assistant for the Chamlocal brewery at the event. Quilter was
ber of Commerce. "Now with Brewfest
actively involved in the creation of
in January, there are very few months
Brewfest by showing those organizing
when there isn't something going on in
the event how a brewery works and
Ellensburg."
being the first brewery to join the event.
Common misconceptions about
Brewfest are that it's free to attend, or
that you pay for the beer and ale when
1
you enter each venue . Tickets for
Brewfest are pre-sold for $15 through
the Chamber of Commerce.
Patrons check in at the Rotary Pavilion located across the street from the
Starlight Lounge. There they exchange
their tickets for a wristband, a commemorative glass (the ·only glass that
may be used) and five "scrips" that may
be used to sample ales and beers from
any of the twenty breweries. Additional
scrip can be purchased at the pavilion.
-Jim Quilter
Chances are good that tickets will
Iron Horse Brewery owner
be sold out by Friday at the latest, Berry
said. Each previous Brewfest has sold
out the day before the event, and the
"Brewfest helps remind people that
only way to purchase tickets the day of
we're here," Quilter said. "We don't
is through another person, not through
make any money off of Brewfest - we
the Chamber of C:ommerce.
Brewfest began as a city-wide col- · pay to go to it. .. but it's fun to go out
and see the people."
laboration spearheaded by the ChamWhile neither the venues hosting
ber of Commerce and the Tourism Comthe event or the breweries directly profit
mittee.

"We don t make
money off of
Brewfest. .. but
it's fun to go out
and see the
people."

from Brewfest, Quilter said the attention
that it brings helps business in the long
run.
Iron Horse Brewery recently hired a
new sales manager and is working on ·a
new ale called "Irish Death," due in
February. Quilter said Brewfest is a part
of the brewery's growing success.
For many of the venues, hosting
Brewfest for free has the same benefits
as it does for the breweries.
Carol Cox, co-owner of Audio Attic
on Main Street, will be hosting two
breweries this year. This is her first year
participating in Brewfest. "Last year we were next to [the
store] 'Those Callahan Girls' who were
part of Brewfest, and it brought customers in," Cox said. "We're hoping
Brewfest wi II bring new faces to our
store and increase business."
Other first-year venues include the
Grand Central Theatre, Banjo's Sammich Co., and the Daily Record. Some
venues will feature live music, mostly
from local bands, though lineups aren't
finalized, Berry said.
Patrons may receive a surprise musical performance upon walking into various venues.

see BREWFEST, page 8
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People on the Street..•

What do You like or dislike about E-buri!?

Katie Dickenson,
junior, history education

Karie Buss,
junior, Russian

Kim Wilder,
junior, French education

Kevin Wilcox,
junior, ecology

Feliciano Ramirez,
junior, electrical engineering

"I love the small town
feeling and like the
country part of it."

"It's just very serene.
But I hate the
cold a lot."

"Gotta love D&M,
amazing coffee. Speed
limits are terrible."

"I Ii ke how everybody
will meet your eye ...
and smile at you."

"I don't really dislike
anything ... It has
variety"

Randall Gerhart,
senior, business

Halli Olson,
junior, community health
education

"I don't have to
worry about shady
characters .. "

"I like how there's
so many
restaurants."

Phil Schofield,
sophomore, biology educati.on

"I don't know... more
pub I ic transportation
i? always a plus."

Nathan Johnson,
sophomore, music and
business

"When it's sunny, it's
nice. When it's
cold, it's not nice."

Allie McFee,
sophomore, elementary
education

"I like the fact that it's
bigger than where I
grew up."

Photos by Maggie Schmidt

Brewfest:
Ellensburg hosts
breweries at'
local venues
continued from page 7
As the day wears on and people
warm up, chances are a few patrons
will have too much to drink.
Liquor Enforcement Officers will
be on patrol during the event to

assist patrons and respond to any
problems . .
Photo identification will be
required for everyone checking in at
the pavilion where tickets are
exchanged. The Chamber of Commerce will also check identification
at each table for anyone less than 30
years of age.
"We've only ever had minor
issues in the past,'1 said Mike Flippo,
one of the officers who will be on
duty. ''I always say the best way to
tell if someone has had too much to
drink is if they waJk like a duck, and
talk like a duck, they're a drunk."

Art exhibition showcases
Central tacultv artwork

VENUES AND BREWERIES
Valley Cafe & Deli

Audio Attic/Old Skool

105 W 3rd St
Breweries: Northern Lights
Brewing Co, Snoqualmie
Falls Brewing Co

308 N Main St
Breweries: Diamond Knot
Brewing Co, Georgetown
Brewing Co

Dakota Cafe

Banjo's Sammich Co

41 7 N Pearl St
.
Breweries: Hale's Ales, Rogue
Ales Brewery

311 N Main St
Breweries: ·Boundary
Brewing Co, Whitstran
Brewing Co

Bay

Mt. High Sports
105 E4th Ave
. Breweries: Fish Tale Ales,
Leavenworth Beers

Recycle Bicycle Shop
415 N Main St
Breweries: Alpine Beer Co,
Met~ow Valley Brewing Co

Grand Central Theatre
300 N Pearl St
Breweries:
Rattlesnake
Mountain
Brewing
Co,
Roslyn Brewing Co, Rocky
Coulee Brewing Co

Gallery One Visual Arts
Center
408 N Pearl St
Breweries: Laughing
Brewing, Chelan Cider

Daily Record
401 N Main St
Breweries: Ice Harbor
Brewing Co, Snipes
Mountain Brewing Co

Fitterer's Furniture
Dog

4th & Main St
Breweries: Iron Horse
Brewing Co

Photos by David Woodford

The Sarah Spurgeon Callery opened an exhibit of artwork created by
Centra/'s art department faculty, on Jan 12. The art display showcases
paintings, graphic design, woodwork, pottery, and much more. The show
will run through Feb. 74. Top: Dan Eldridge, bakery owner, and Cathy
Miller, resident of Ellensburg: examine a piece of artwork. Bottom right:
Jesse Rundell, jewelry and meta/smithing major checks out a piece of art.
Bottom left: Andrew Kaufman's artwork is examined by CM. Taylor.
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Jazz bands
visit campus
by Robbie Miller

sure and probably beyond thaf.'I
Moawad taught jazz band for
high school long before it was com'The spirit of jazz and music edu- monplace. He helped the jazz band
cation will be celebrated this week- become recognized as a valid educaend with Central Washington Univer- , tional entity, Bruya said. Once at
sity's annual John Moawad Invita- Central, Moawad was among the first
tional Jazz Festival.
to incorporate vocal jazz into educa. The festival, renamed four years tion.
ago in honor of emeritus professor·
He was very instrumental in
John Moawad, will feature 54 high making this art form wh<}.t it is/' Vocal
school and junior high jazz bands Jazz ProfessorVijay Singh said.
and vocal jazz ensembfes.
Haying such an influential figure
The groups, mostly·from Wash- is part of what has made Central's
ington schools; will be performing music program as respected as it is
Jan. 19-20 in
today, Singh
the music buildsaid.
ing.
Guest
Central's top
artists Jensen
jazz groups will
and Wikan
perform at the
are relatively
close of each
young musiday along with
cians on the
guest
artists
cutting edge
Ingrid Jensen
of the jazz
and
Central
scene world,..,Chris Bwya
graduate Jon
wide, Bruya
dire,r:tor of jazz.. stu<Jies
Wikan. The.fessaid.
tival is nonWikan is '
competitive but
a
Central
the groups will
graduate and
each receive feedback in a 20-25 drummer who has accompanied
minute clinic after performing.
some of the biggest names in jazz.
"We justtry to make this a cool, Wikan also composes and teaches
educational experience," Chris ~jazz in New York.
Bruya, director of jap studies, said.
Wikan and Bruya are justtw.g.qf
"You do get judged, but you don't get . Moawa<fsJprmer students who have
rated or win or lose at our festival."
gone on fo educate and contirn_Je his
The festival was started 30 years work, making Moawad's influence·
ago with the same spirit in mind by timeless and immeasurable ...
The festival features junior high
Moawad, a professor from 1970-98
whose influence on the educational and high school bands of all sizes
world has stretched far beyond his and is a great.recruiting tool for th.e
students.
music depa.rtment It also aqp~sfue
"He was part of the movement students. to experience the c;:i,fup4§, ,
across the whole U.S. of bringing big and the facilities, music department
band jazz music in to schools," said chair Peter Gries said.
Bruya, a Central alumnus who was a
The festival is fr~e and open to
student of Moawad's. "He's had a the pubJ;c. For more information visit
huge influence in Washington for www.cwu.edu/~music.

Asst. Scene editor
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Theatre arts students stretch in preparation for Masako Hojo's workshop on a Japanese acting method, Suzuki.

Theatre students learn
Japanese acting method
by Taishi Kanamaru
Staff reporter

Masako Hojo says it is always better
to fail at something than regret not having tried.
Hojo has learned this though many
challenges and accomplishments
working on Broadway.
Last week, Central Washington
University's Theatre Arts department
welcomed guest acting trainer Masako
Hojo to teach students the Japanese
Suzuki Method of Actor Training for an
upcoming show: "Noh Telling: An
Evening of Asian One-Act Plays."
"It is centering the actors in their
pelvises and hips to learn how to
ground the actors and get more connected to the floor," George Bellah,
associate Theatre Arts professor, said.
Bellah will direct the Japanese
pieces in March, and brought Hojo to
Central to get a true sense of what
Japanese culture and acting are like.
"One of the things we're attempting
to learn is to ground ourselves more in
the culture that produced that kind of
theatre," Bellah said. "Masako is helping us to understand the cultural differences in the way people move, sit,
stand and walk."
Hojo trained Bellah, along with six
students, for the show. The performers
trained from Monday to Thursday, and
the Suzuki Method workshop was held
on Friday.
"My legs are on fire," Tyson Dailey,
sophomore theatre major, said. "But it's
a good pain.';
Daily had never tried the Suzuki

Method and neither had Teagan Wilson, junior theatre performance major.
"It's been an amazing experience,"
Wilson said. "She's been fantastic; trying hard to make sure we're doing
right."

"One thing we're
attempting to learn
.is to ground
ourselves more in
the culture that
produced that kind
of theatre."
~George Bellah
Associate professor,
Theatre Arts

Hojo's regular job is working at a
costume shop on Broadway in New
York. She has assisted with making costumes for famous musicals including
"Wicked," "Mamma Mia!" and
"Tarzan."
Born and raised in Nara Prefecture
in Japan, Hojo has always been interested in acting and has performed for
various contemporary theatres.
In 1999, Hojo came to the United
States and attended Southern Illinois
University to study acting.
"I had always wanted to come to
the United States," Hojo said. "I don't
really know why, but it was just a
dream."

She could barely speak the language and felt distant during her first
year in America. Hojo's optimistic personality helped get her through.
Her turning point came during her
second year in America, when she won
the role of Kit Kat Girl for the musical
"Cabaret."
"I am kind of the person who tries
to do anything, and there is nothing
you should regret after trying," Hojo
said.
After graduating from college, Hojo
spent her time practicing to audition
for graduate school. She was a finalist
in her audition, but none of the graduate schools made her an offer.
That was when Hojo gave up on
becoming an actor and instead
enrolled at the University of Idaho for a
master's degree in fine arts in 2003.
One of the most valu~ble moments
Hojo remembers about college was
working as an intern for the internationally famous Santa Fe Opera. Hojo's
job was to work at the costume shop.
People Hojo met there include the
French soprano Natalie Dessay.
Hojo graduated from Idaho in May
2006 and found a job at the Broadway
Costume Shop in New York. She is the
only Japanese employee at the.shop.
Her favorite costume she has made
is the costume of "Wicked." One of the
most exciting parts of Hojo's job is seeing the costumes she has made worn
by actors on the stage.
"Whenever you feel scared or
afraid, you should try first," Hojo said.
"[Look) ahead and there should be
something you can achieve."
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CWU Special!!
Buy·2 Tans - Get 1 FRE I•
Come and have a sunshine experience.
We offer four different types of brand new state•the art tanning equipment
Each unit featuNS bulft In Pioneer Sound Systems and dfrectlonal air showels.

WALK-INS WELCOME!
Hours qf Ol'@:ratirun

Monday - Friday 9am · 8pm

Saturday 1Qam • 6pm

Sunday 11 am · 4pm

807' West Davis Street. Suite 107 • .Cle Elum. WA 98922 • 509.674.7777
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"We just try to
mal<e this a cool
educational
experience."
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0 .People's
Choice Open
Mic Night, 7
p.m. SURC pit
, O Women's.easketball
vs. Alaska A~thorage
tipoff at 5:3p p.m.
0 Men's Basketball vs.
Seattle tipoff at 7:30 p.m.

18

19

,.

~~~~~~~2-

'7p.m.,
Kittitas Valley Community HosphaJ

"Monty
.
Python and the
Meaning of
Life'' at the SURC theatre.
Two free showings at 7
and 9 p.m.
0 Women's Basketball
vs. Alaska tipoff at 7 p.m.

20

0

0 Kayak pool
sessions
presented by
Outdoor Pursuits and
Rentals, 8:30 p.m.,
Ellensburg city pool, $5

21
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Open Mic gives students avote
by Lisa Jones
Staff reporter

"All students have to do is hang out, listen to

Local musicians have a chance to
music and vote for who they like the most."
showcase their talent at 7 p.m. tonight
~Sarah Grant
in the Student Union Pit. This will be
Open Mic coordinator
the first of four Open Mic Nights scheduled for the year.
The audience votes on their fayorite
AC/DC.
performance and the winner of each room," Drummond said.
Starbucks is providing regular coffee
Hamill is comfortable performing
evening goes on for a chance to compete at the People's Choice finale at the for students to enjoy during the pro- solo, but he also enjoys performing with
end of the year. The winner of the Peo- gram. Students are encouraged to a band. One local band he plays with
is the E Funk All-Stars, which he hopes
ple's Choice finale will be the recipient lounge around and get comfortable.
Sarah Grant, junior tourism major, is to have perform at Central later this
of a prize yet to be announced.
year.
"In a nutshell, Open Mic is two coordinating the Open Mic Nights.
"Students should attend Open Mic
For some students, signing up for
things," Scott Drummond, director of
Campus Activities, said. "It is a great . Night because they might find a per- Open Mic Night is a chance to grow as
opportunity for newer performers to former they really Iike and want to sup- an artist.
Sophomore Brody Blackburn has
take a chance in a safe and supportive port," Grant said. "All students have to
environment; and, it is also a chance for do is hang out, listen to music and vote been composing since his senior year of
high school. Though he has only been
students to enjoy free entertainment for who they like the most."
Most of the acts are acoustic per- performing occasionally in the last couand maybe even get inspired."
Like many programs, Drummond formances, and ach act exhibits a ple of years, he saw the announcement
for Open Mic Night on the student
threw the concept out to the student unique style and level of experience.
Senior history major Brian Hamill intranet and decided to take a chance.
programmers and let them run with it,
has been performing since the age of
"Every artist would like to turn perhe said
"The idea is to have a safe and five. He says his sound is an "eclectic forming into a career," Blackburn said.
· relaxed environment; like you are mix of all styles" and credits influences "I hope it turns into something more for
watching a show from your own living like The Eagles, Jimmy Buffet and me. I know I'll be playing and.compos-

Q. What is "Blankity Blank?"
A: "Blankity Blank" is a new

23
theater

0 Outdoor
Speaker Series:
Avalanche
seminar with John Stimberis and Dr. Charlie
Rubin, free, 7 p.m. SU RC

24

137

Other upcoming open mic nights
will be on Feb. 81 April 5 and May
2. Battle of the Bands will take
place on June 1. All at 7 p.m.

A: Having such an incredible
opportunity and doing original work.
It's been great having a professional
from Seattle working with us to put on
this incredible show.

musical by Scott Warrender. The big
.draw i's that the musical is a fill-in-theblank. The audience interacts so no
two shows- are exactly the same.

22

O Classic Film
Series: "Duma"
7 p.m. SURC

If you are interested in performing at
an upcoming Open Mic Night, contact
Sarah Grant at 963-1450.

Central
5 Minutes With... James Frasca
nrotessor
host vocal
concert
Q: How do you feel about being
the first person to bring the character
to life since this musical has never
been performed before?
A: Honestly, it's a lot like taking
on other roles. You have to start from
scratch and build your character. I am
not even what Scott Warrender pictured for Photo Copy Boy. So as far as
creating a character, it can be
changed and adaptations can still be
made to the script.

Q. What part in the performance

0 Symphony
Orchestra
concert with
student conductors, free,
7 p.m., music concert
hall

ing for the rest of my life."
Blackburn says some of his influences are Damien Rice, The Postal Service and Dashboard Confessional.
Each performer also comes with a
unique story to tell. Jennae Quisenberry, junior pre-med, is attempting to
express herself as a solo performer.
Recently the members of Quisenberry's band parted ways; and she is
testing her ability to stand on her own.
She describes her sound as mellow,
dark, and raw.
"Open Mic is an awesome idea and
especially when you are in a situation
like mine," Quisenberry said.
Perhaps the most compelling reason
for students to attend Open Mic Night is
simply music.
"Everybody likes music. Music is
good," Quisenberry said.

Andria Cruz/Observer

by Andrea Rust
Asst. Scene editor

Central Washington University's
Theatre Arts department is presenting
:lithe world premiere of "BlankityBlank,'' a musical by Scott Warrender.
The audience determines the key
character and plot information so
every performance is different, but all
lead to one of five possible endings
determined by the audience's choices.
The audience participates from
start to finish, choosing names, occupations, and the course the characters
take throughout the storyline. A second viewing of the show is half price.
Tickets are available in the Student
Union box office. The cost is $6 for
students1 $12 for general admission.
Showtimes are at 7 p.m. on Jan. 25-27
and Feb. 1-3, and at 2 p.m. on Feb. 4
in the Milo Smith Tower Theatre.

do you play?
A: I play Photo Copy Boy. He is
technically the evil character and I'm
excited about that because I have never played an.evil character before. The
audience shouldn't expect a serious
play.

by Staci Bowlin
Staff reporter

Mia Spencer, professor of voice, will
be giving a live performance at 7 p.m.
on Jan. 24 in the Recital Hall of the
Music Building.
Spencer, along with help from other
Q: What is your acting backmusic department faculty including Joe
ground?
Brooks on clarinet, Hal Ott on flute,
A: I started acting in high ·school
and Barbara Pickett on piano, will be
in Olympia, did technical engineering
Q:. What would you tell other
performing three sets of music.
at WSU, then I left and decided to students and faculty to encourage
The first piece is the four fragments
pick up theatre. It's kind of a follow them to come watch the performof the 14th century Canterbury Tales,
your dream story. I had to do it.
ance?
the second consists of works from a
A: It's a roller-coaster ride, it has
group of late 19th century French
Q: What have been the biggest an incredible amount of energy, and · women composers, and the third is
it's fun to watch. The show is funny
challenges in doing this?
American music written by Laurie LiteA: I have done musicals before, and is a ball of excitement.
~n in 1955 called "Days and Nights."
but.having Terry Brown (the director)
"This is your chance to see a new
Q: How long has the cast been
push has been one of the most diffirepertoire," Spencer said.
cult and valuable things I have done. working on this?
Spencer has worked in the Central
It's difficult becaase musical theatre is
A: We were all cast the beginning Washington University music departdifferent than other kinds of singing of last quarter. Musicals take extra
ment for eight years.
because you have to produce the time.
"She's got a voice easily liked by all
For more information about
same quality five nights in a row.
people, she's lovely to look at, and with
Blankity-Blank check out the Web site
a varied program, her music will be
Q: What is your favorite or most through Centra/'s homepage at
interesting," professor of voice, Diane
exciting part of being involved with · http://www.cwu.edu(,president/series
R~ich said.
''Blankity Blank?"
/blankity.html
Spencer first started singing in high
school. She was a pianist in a French
horn band when she realized her true
passron was singing, so she returned to
"THIS BEAUTIFUL ROOM IS SO
college to get her master's degree in
voice.
COMFORTABLE."
"I love to perform, I love teaching,
and I love to watch my students grow,"
Spencer said.

Gift

Cflrfifieat(l~

4(ivaitab1g;

1'111 thimft room• ba~ft Jeeuzzi1. 'f)o\lln eomfort{tr~,
fuargsi
'7CR. <t>k>~ Int~rn{tt

Spencer's performance is free for
everyone. For more information or
questions please call the music department at 963-1216.

·nr11.

C'onn~etlon.1(~frig~ratou,.
lfon-~m-okinit. No P~tz.
Rat~~ from ~89. ~an ..fhou.
f'rom *99. f'ri-~at.

1720 Canyon Rd.

lnnatgoosecreek.com
E-mail:goosecrk@ellensburg.com
WWH1:

509-962-8030
or

(800)533-0822

Classic Film: Duma
rn·Pb~~i~9 ~,! 7 p.mf,:[i
on "'Ptiesaay, Jan;23
in the SUB Theatre
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Women's basketball
wins two over the
weekend
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Zamberlin to be
replaced by... ? .
pg. 13
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Central Track and
Field performs well
at season opener
pg. 15

Junior cen~er Bryce Daub attacks the hoop in the second half of
Saturday's game. Central came out with a close win _w ith only seconds left.

Disappointing start tor
struggling Wildcats .
Wildcat menfall 83-74 in conference
home opener against Saint Martins
by Curtis Crabtree
Staff reporter

-nu
to
ba

Almost two months of the 2006-07
men 's college basketball season had
passed without the C~ntral Washington
University Wildcats playing a home
game.
The Wildcats traveled to Idaho, Oregon, California, Hawaii and Nevada to
play in several early season tournaments. This allowed them to schedule
only one home game before conference
play began. When the game against
Walla Wall?- on Dec. 14 was cancelled
due to weather, it meant the Wildcats
would not play in Ellensburg until their
third conference game on ·Jan. 11
against Saint Martin's University.
The Wildcats only managed to go 56 in their non-conference schedu'le,
making a fast start in Great Northwest
Athletic Conference play important.
They opened conference play on yet
another road trip, this time to Alaska, to
play the University of Alaska and University of Alaska Anchorage.
The Wildcats got a fast start with a
79-72 win against Alaska-Fairbanks on
Jan. 4. They tried to carry that momentum into their game against AlaskaAnchorage. However a poor .second
half by the Wildcats led to an 80-60 loss
to the Seawolves.
Finally, the first home game of the
season had arrived. The Wildcats played
host to the Saint Martin s Saints (4-8 1 10 Conference) 'last Thursday night. In
the first ha If, the Wildcats struggled
from the fi.eld and found themselves
trailing 41-27 at halftime.
"In the 1st half, they beat us in every
possible way," Wildcats Head Coach
Greg Sparling said . .
After an intentional foul against
Saint Martin's midway through the second half, the Wildcats went on a 14-1
run closing the gap to only five points
with 4:39 left to play. However, poor
passing led to turnovers th.at sealed the
Wildcats' fate as they dropped their
home game opener 84-73.
"! think we played very tight," Sparling said. "When you turn the ball over
24 times and have only nine assists, it
1

1

David Woodford/Observer

by Brooke Saul
Staff reporter

The blame goes to the coach when
a team loses. At Central, Greg Sparling
is that coach.
Fans watched the Central Washington men's basketball team go 1- 1° during their first series at home with many
questions asked about what went
wrong. People looked in the direction
of Head Coach Greg Sparling for
answers.
"There were a lot of frustrations
and we let everyone down," sophomore guard Colton Monti said, regard-

ing the first game in which Central lost
84-73 against Saint Martin's College.
Sparling was disappointed because
he believes that his team· did not give
it their all in front of a packed crowd.
"In life it's about competing," Sparling said.
Sparling is in his 12th year as head
coach at Central.
Players such as Monti said that he
was laid-back, a nice guy, funny, and
nice to be around.
While other players such as junior
guard Tyler Monk said that he was a
player's coach, a great motivational
speaker and old-school.

Sparling was raised in Kirkland,
Washington and graduated from
Juanita High School in 1986. Sparling
played for the late Gil Coleman, one
of Sparling's best friends and coaches
at Central who died of cancer in
March 1995.
Sparling took over as interim head
coach upon the increased severity of
Coleman's illness.
Sparling played two seasons at
Highline Community College and
played at Central from 1989 to 1991,
earning Most Inspirational Award both
seasons.

see COACH, page 73

really brings the play of your point
guard into question."
Fans that attended the game were
also let down by th e team's perfo rm- ,
ance.
"! was really excited to fina.lly go to
a basketball game this year," Ryan
Larsen, junior communications major
said. "However, the result wasn't the
one I was hoping for."
The Wildcats had a chance to
rebound from their loss to Saint Martin's
against Western Oregon two nights later. Even though the Wildcats led the
majority of the game, only trailing 1-0
and 4-3 early in the first half, the game
remained close throughout.

see MEN, page 15
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Elizabeth Witkowski/Observer

Senior Center Laura Wright attacks .the hoop in the second half of Saturday's game. The Wildcats stomped \Valla Walla University 77-21 Saturday night. Every Central player scored at
least four points. Wright led the team with 11 points and had three rebounds. Central hosts Alaska Anchorage University on Thursday and University of Alaska on Saturday night.

Wildcat women waste Wolves, raise record
to 2-2 in GNAC plav heading into weekend
Wildcats take two steps
in right direction
beating Walla Wqlla
and Western Oregon

BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE
Jan.
Jan.

25 at Seattle

by Brianna Berg
Staff reporter

27 at Northwest Naz.

Feb. 1 vs. Western Wash.
Feb. S vs. Northwest Naz.
Feb. 10 vs. Seattle Pacific
Feb. 15 at Alaska
Feb. 17 at Alaska Anchorag·e
Feb. 22 vs. Saint Martin's
Feb. 24 vs. Western Oregon

March 1 vs. Seattle
March 3 at Western Wash.

The Central Washington. University
women's basketball team reversed their
recent losing streak by winning their
last two games. The Wildcats went to
the Wolves' gym to take down Western
Oregon University 76-65, and then beat
Walla Walla College 77-21 at home.
The Wildcats played so well Saturday that every player on the team had a
chance for at least f2 minutes of court
time against the Wolves.

- - - - - ,

Wildcats prepare for home matches against
Alaska Anchorage and University ofAlaska.
by Brianna Berg
Staff reporter

This week Central will face off
against the Alaskan teams at home.
Tonight at 5:30 they will play
against the University" of Alaska
Anchorage and 7 p.m. Saturday
they will challenge the University
of Alaska Fairbanks. ·
Central took home both a win
and a loss "to Anchorage last year.
While at home, Central beat the
Seawolves 93-54, but lost away
from home, 64-70.
The S·eawolves' overall .record
this year is 14-1, with a 2-1 conference record, making them the
team to defeat over the weekend.

"Anchorage is the team to
beat," Wright said. "We are still
hungry for a solid game and win."
The Wildcats took down the
Fairbanks' Nanooks twice last year,
beating them 86-58 and 71-58.
"If we come out ready to play
and execute on offense and
defense we should win both
games," senior guard Ashley Blake
said: "We need to play strong as a
teC,lm and as a cohesive unit."
Both Fairbanks and Anchorage
are important games for the Wildcats in order to better their Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
record. If Central beats both
teams, they will have a winning
record.

see RECAB page 14
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M.Ed., RYT
P. E:.D 1?0 Beginning &
Advanced Yoga Classes
offered at the Yoga -?elf
Center..
I also teach Vin9asa Flow

Yoga, a popular evolving
form of !joga.

Yoga. :9mtwction
Phoenix l<isinq

Directions: Off University Way, turn onto
Pine Street. The Center is located in the
parking lot on the right. The sign says
foga Se(f Center
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Yoga Jleiapy

(509) 962-3398
(509) 899-0010
~
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THIS WEEK'S HOME MATCHUPS

Thursday at .5:30 p.m.
Alaska Anchorage

Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
University of Alaska

Pregnant?
You have options.

1-800-395-HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

Located in Downtown Ellensburg at'] 11 East 4th
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New Central head.football coach to be
announced bv athletiC committee pronto
by Jone/ Jodock
Staff reporter

The anticipation for the announcement of the new head football coach for
the Central Wildcats is almost at an end.
"It has been a great process, exci\ing, and we have four great candidates.
I think I can make a good decision with
anyone I chose, but the problem is I
have to make a great decision," said
Athletic Director Jack Bishop. · ult's
been really. exciting to see how interested the community has become with
this."
The only problem is that 'everyone
"""Mike Reilly
has been putting in their two cents on
sophomore quarterback
who they want to be the head football •
coach.
"We have been getting letters and
phone calls about who the public thinks
should take the position," Bishop said.
Starting last Tuesday, B'ishop has University offensive coordinator/quar- solidified as of press time.
been conducting two-day interviews terbacks coach Beau Baldwin.
"I was very impressed with all of the
with each candidate. Each interview
"I felt a real personal level with candidates," Reilly said. "I fully expect
commences with a private dinner with him," James said. "He knew my name the team will fully support our new
Jack Bishop and assistant athletic dire<> and position before having met."
coach, whoever he maybe."
tor Sherry Forrest.
When asked what the new coach
The week long process ended witl)
After a nights rest, the candidate needs to bring to the Wildcats, James Bruce Walker on Tuesday. Walker said
returns to Central's campus to have a said thatthe team needs to be more dis-· he wants to bring a lot of enthusiasm,
meeting with Central football's assistant ciplined · and dedicated, which he attitude and that he thinks discipline is
coach, take a tour of Central's' campus thinks Baldwin can bring to the team.
important to any team.
and meet with a search committee.
"He has his philosophies that we all
"I want to come back home and carThe candidate then meets with Pres- liked," said James. 11 Plus, I hear he's a ry on the mantle of Central football,"
ident Jerilyn Mcintyre and student serv- real offensive mastermind." ·
said Walker.
ices, jo_in a panel of football players
The athletic committee made up of
With John Zamberlin leaving, havincluding Mike Reilly, Chris Scrupps, Bishop, Forrest, associate vice president ing been a defensive oriented coach,
Chris James, Chris Jameson, Johnny of graduate studies and research Wayne .Ce_ntral has taken the approach of havLopez, J~mes Harrison and Brad Quirk, athletics secretary Traci Seely, ing three offensive minded coaches and
Braughton. He finally attends a press volleyball head coach Mario Andaya one defensive coordinator as candiconference followed by another meet- and head athletic trainer Ken Kladnik dates.
ing with Jack Bishop.
are hoping to make their final decision
"We have always been strong on
Coupled with an extensive interview on head coach by this morning.
both ~ides of the ball," said Reilly.
process, each candidate was asked to
Following the announcement of the "With the offensive candidates we have
turn in a resume with numerous refer- new head coach, there will be a press the advantage of attacking and putting
ences and an immediate plan for Cen- conference h€1d in Yakima for the local lots of points on the board."
tral's football team followed by a five- media centers.
year 'Plan.
Prior to the press conference, BishBishop said that each of the candi- op hopes to make an on-campus
For the latest announcement, go
dates brought something different and announcement at the student center to the observer on/ine or to the
beneficial to the team. However, Reil~ · around 11 a.m. or at the men's basket- website for Wildcat athletics at
ly .and James favor Eastern Washington ball game tonight. Nothing has been www.wildcatsports.com.

"It has been long and interesting
trying to find a new coach. It didn't ~eem too far ~way finding .
one. Now, I just want to know
whp the new coach is/'

COACH:

Sparling shaping minds
·of young athletes on ba~ketball team
continued from page 11
He als_o coached junior varsity basketball at Central from 1991-1992.
Sparling graduated in 1993 with a
degree in art.
"Having someone with as much
experience as Greg has as a head coach
is very important," said Jonathan Gordon, director of athletic media relations. ''It is often times easier to work
with someone with more-experience as
a head coach or within a program than
perhaps a lesser-experienced .coach,
simply because they have seen and
experienced a wider variety of sitl.1ations."
Fans also might not realize what it
takes to prepare for the next match.
Sparling has two hour practices every
day covering rebound, defensive, and
offensive. Sparling also spends his day
reviewing tapes for upcoming games;
recruiting new players and preparing for
next summer's camp.
liWe must play for each other," Sparling ·said. "One unit equals success."
Off the court Sparling ensures that
his players are doing well in class.
Monti has never experienced Sparling helping him with his class work;

however, other teammates have gotten
help.
"Sparling's goal is for his players to
get a degree and he is very proud of his
graduating players," Monti said.
Sparling said that the season is
yo'ung and it's too early to count out
Central for the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference title. He feels that it is the
hardest league because of the traveling
that Central has to do and the teams in
the league are evenly-matched.
So far Central is 7-8 on the season.
The team missed Thanksgiving with
their families because of the game at
Chico State and had dinner together.
They also missed a few days of winter
break as· the team had to start up the
day after Christmas. Family time is very
important for Sparling as has a wife and
two young sons.
Sparling feels that his greatest
moments were and still are seeing his
players graduate from college, keeping
in touch with his students and seeing
them have kids. He also said that playing against Hawaii Pacific in 1999, and
playing against two topped teams
Southern . Indiana and Tennessee and
beating them in 1997.
"Kids are kids and they're going to
make mistakes," Sparling said. "As a

Observer archives

Head coach Greg Sparling wants his talented team to cut down on mental mistakes. He says it will bring success
to the team. Central hosts Seattle University tonight at 7:30 and then travel to Western Washington Saturday.

coach I have to push a kid in and off the
field. Kids here have advantages
because there are resources."

Sparling also feels that motivation is
key to be a great coach. When his team
loses he takes it personally'because he

feels that the other coach out matched
him.

m
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RECAP: Women's basketbal I team
makes quick work of opponents
continued from page 12
"Some of the players don't get a lot
of playing time, but they are the girls
that work their tails off in practice,"
head coach Jeff Whitney said.
"They got some glory Saturday
· night."
Against Western Oregon, senior
guard Elyse Mengareli was the leading
scorer with 19 points. Senior center
·Laura Wright followed with 17 points
and junior guard Hanna Hull rounded
out the top three with 16.
While facing Walla Walla .the Wildcats started the game with a lead of 28-

GRADES
HEREARETHE
GRADES FOR . .
CENTRAL LAST WEEKw
END. CENTRAL 1$

1w2

0. At half time central was ahead 36-9,
and started the second half with a 22-0
scoring run. The game ended with the
Wildcats ahead by 56 and Walla Walla
with a season low of 21.
Mengareli made nine of ten of her
shots from the free throw line, helping
the Wildcat women shoot 88 percent
from the free throw line. Central
brought in eight three-point shots out of
their 18 attempts.
Bringing in their first conference win
with Western Oregon to set their Great
Northwest Athletic Conference record
·at 1-2, and beating Walla Walla
increased their overall record to 10-3.'

OFFENSE

A

THE WILDCATS

-

David Woodford/Observer

Senior guard Stephanie McKinney drives to the paint last Saturday against Walla Walla University.

.
B+

DEFENSE
CENTRAL DID

SHOT LIGHTS

NOT ALLOW

OUT FROM THREE LAND,

WALLA WALLA TO

THE FREE THROW LINE

SCORE UNTIL

AND FROM THE FLOOR.

MINUTES WERE LEFT IN

9

COACHING ·s + OVERALL

A

WHITNEY

CENTRAL GOT

STRUGGLED TO

MUCH NEEDED

-

KEEP COMMAND OF HIS

VICTORIES WITH A

TEAM AT WESTERN.

CONFERENCE WIN AT

OREGON AS CENTRAL

WESTERN OREGON

AGAINST WALLA WALLA

THE FIRST HALF. ·

LET THE WOLVES BACK

AND A HOME STOMPING

IN CONFERENCE PLAY

9 PLAYERS SCORED AT

HOWE.V ER, THEY LET

IN THE GAME AFTER

AGAINST WALLA WALLA.

HEADING INTO THIS

LEAST

WESTERN OREGON

CENTRAL'S HOT START.

WEEKEND.

4

POINTS.

BACK IN THE GAME.

Get the

Get the

Scoop

Scoop

on Alaska- Alic.

on U. of Alaska

PLAYER TO

PLAYER TO

WATCH ...

WATCH ...

.CENTRAL SOPHOMORE

CENTRAL JUNIOR

POINT GUARD ASHLEY

GUARD HANNA HULL

FENIMORE IS AVERAGING

CURRENTLY AVERAGES

5.3 POINTS, 3.4 ASSISTS

13.7 POINTS, 2.0

AND 2.5 REBOUNDS PER

ASSISTS .:'\ND 4.7

GAME. SHE ALSO HAS 32

REBOUNDS PER GAME.

STEALS FOR THE SEASON.

SHEHAS11STEALSSO
FAR THIS YEAR.

,....

.

KEY MATCHUP ...

KEY MATCHUP ...

ALASKA SOPHOMORE

ALASKA JUNIOR KARI

REBECCA KIELPINSKI IS A

REABOLD AVERAGED

SIX TIME GNAC PLAYER

10.5 POINTS AND 5.6

OF THE WEEK. SHE

REBOUNDS PER GAME JN

AVERAGED 18 POINTS, 10

2005/06.

REBOUNDS, 3 BLOCKS

CENTRAL SENIOR

AND 1.5 ASSISTS IN LAST

LAURA WRIGHT

TWO GAMES.

AVERAGED 13.2 POINTS

CWU SENIOR BRANDIE

AND 7.6 REBOUNDS PER

BOUNDS AVERAGED 10

GAME LAST YEAR.

POINTS, 6 REBOUNDS, 1
BLOCK AND 3.5 ASSISTS
IN LAST TWO GAMES.

Senior guard Elyse Mengarelli puts up a shot against Walla Walla University on Saturday night. Mengarelli is
averaging 13 points, three rebounds and three assists per game in her first year playing for the Wildcats.,

HISTORY...,

HISTORY...

IN 2005/06 THE

THE WILDCATS

WILDCATS DEFEATED

DEFEATED THE

ALASKA

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

ANCHORAGE 93M54 IN

NANOOKS TWICE LAST

THE FIRST MATCHUPAND

YEAR WITH FINAL

LOST TO THE SEAWOLVES

SCORES OF 86M58 AND

64M70 IN THE FINAL

71 M58.

MATCHUP OF THE
SEASON.

Observer -

Get the
Scoop
on Seattle U.
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looking to improve
on 2-2 GNAC record
heading into this
weekend's play

VVATCH ...
SENIOR CENTER
JULIUS MCMILLION,

#44, AVERAGES 5.6
POINTS PER GAME
THIS SEASON. HE IS
THE SECOND BEST
REBOUNDER FOR THE
WILDCATS WITH A 4.1
AVERAGE PER GAME,
MAKING HIM THE
PLAYER TO WATCH

Central sophomore guard Colton
Monti made two free throws with a
minute remaining to push the lead to
three points. An intentional foul on
Western Oregon against sophomore
guard Johnny Spevak gave the Wildcats
the ball back and allowed the lead to
be pushed to five points. A blocked
three-pointer, courtesy of Monti, helped
to secure the win for the Wildcats 7065.
Central is now 2-2 in the GNAC and
will host one more home game at 7:30
p.m. tonight against Seattle University
before going on the road once ?gain.
The Wildcats wi II travel to face rival
Western Washington University, who is
also 2-2 in conference and 8-6 overall,
at 7 p.m. Saturday night in Bellingham.

by Melanie Lockhart
Asst. Sports editor

David Woodford/Observer

Senior guard Tremaine Curry steals and scores in Thursday's game.

THIS WEEK.

KEY
MATCHUP ...
WILDCAT JUNIOR
POINT GUARD TYLER
MONK MATCHES UP
AGAINST SEATTLE'S
SENIOR POINT GUARD
RYAN WEBB. MONK
AVERAGES 2.4

1 .1

REBOUNDS,

ASSISTS AND -11 .4
POINTS PER GAME.
WEBB AVERAGES 4.1
REBOUNDS,

7.7
8.1

ASSISTS AND

POINTS PER GAME.

HISTORY... ·
THE WILDCATS
GAINED TWO
VICTORIES OVER
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
LAST YEAR WITH
FINAL SCORES OF

m

Wildcat
throwers set
records at
OW Indoor

MEN:team

continued from page 11
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86-

73 AND 84-76.
David Woodford/Observer

The indoor track and field season
began Saturday for Central Washington
University with an opener at the University of Washington Indoor Preview at
Dempsey Indoor.
In the men's 35-pound weight throw
competition, sophomore Evan Ruud set
a Great Northwest Athletic Conference
record with a toss of 17.8 meters.
"It was great to have such a nice
mark that people got excited about,"
Ruud said. "But I was throwing four feet
further in practice so I know I can do
better. There's definitely room for
improvement."
The throw surpassed Wildcat Blake
Walker's previous record by nearly two
feet.
"I'd like to keep seeing numbers go
up," Ruud said: "I'm tenth in the nation
right now. Usually numbers go up as
the season continues, so hopefully I
don't fal I below that."
Junior Krissy Tandie placed second
overall in the women's shot put event
and broke the school record with her
personal best throw of 13.69 meters.
The men's shot put event was led by
senior Cameron Neel whose first-place
throw of 16.52 meters met a provisional
NCAA Division II national qualifying
mark. Neel also participated in the
weight throw event, placing 10th with a
throw of 15.59 meters.
If Neel qualifies this would be his
fifth national championship qualification. Both Ruud and Tandie also met a
provisional national qualifying standard for their performances Saturday.
Ruud says his teammates' performances were awesome.
Two Wildcats came out with personal bests in the weight throw competitions. Sophomore Becky Scherer placed
ninth with her toss of 13.6 meters.
Freshman Tyler Fischer set a new freshman school record with his throw of
15.09 meters.
Ruud had great things to say about
the team, Fischer's performance especially.
"That's a whole foot better than I
threw my freshman year," Ruud said. "It
shows that he's strong and that I need to
watch my back."
The Wildcats travel to Pull'man this
weekend for the Washington State University Open at the WSU Indoor Track
Facility.

Junior guard Nate Jackson lays the ball up against Western Oregon. Central won 70-65, and are 2-2 in GNAC.

Observer Classifieds
:ANTED 4 ROOM MATES
OR HOME CLOSE TO CWU.
ALL 925-RENT
UPLEX FOR RENT: 2 bedoom, garage, washer /dryer. DW,
725 a month incl. WIS. $500
eposit. KITTITAS HOUSE FOR
NT. 2 bedroom, garage, large
ard. $695 per month includes
IS. $500 Deposit. Please call
09 925-4361
OTROOMMATES? 1,2&3
edroom townhouse style apartents. 1 block from campus. 50962-9291

CUSTOM PAINTED 10 FOOT
HUNTING/FISHING BOAT.
Wetlands"camo. Perfect for 1-2
people and a good dog. Comes
with set of oars, handles well with
electric or gas motor. $300 oho.
509-312-0945.
WINE EDUCATION SERIES
"A Wine Odyssey: Grapes
Galore." Fridays 5:30-7:30pm,
Mary Grupe Center, 21 years or
older. All classes will be t<!-ught by
Amy Mumma, Coordinator of the ·
CWU World Wine Program. Seating is limited to 60 and pre-registration is required.

PUBLICATIONS
WRITER/MEDIA ASSISTANT
NEEDED for fast-paced creative
environment. Must have strong ·
writing and communication skills,
knowledge of AP style, featurewriting and interviewing. Great
opportunity for practical experience, clips for your portfolio,
internship potential. Apply at Publicity Center, Student Union 272.
ROOMMATE WANTED! 3 Bedroom house in Creekside. 2 guys
with open room. Close to campus.
College student. Call (360) 8704333

STUDENT WEB DEVELOPER
NEEDED to work with Student
Affairs and Enrollment Management web developer to work on
websites for CWU's SAEM division. Must have experience with
DreamWeaver, Photoshop, working with and creating CSS, divs
and tables; good organizational and
communication ski.Us; graphics
experience, Java scripts and Flash
preferred. Apply at Publicity Center, Student Union 272 . .
NOVICE adult male with beautiful Martin seeks folk guitar teacher.
Telephone Fred, 968-4006

· The Observer
provides free non-com
mercial ads for students on a space avail
able basis. The nonstudent and commercial
advertising rate is $5
for the first 15 words
and 20 cents per word
after that.
Email your ad to
pagec@cwu·.edu,
and you will be contacted regarding
charges.

fully-loaded college living
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